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ABSTRACT

The purpose of thisthesis is to define a schedu ling 
aid to be used in conjunction with an algorithm that would 
reduce operating costs of an electric-arc furnace steel 
shop. This was accomplished using an aid based on the Gantt 
chart, but modified for use with the scheduling algorithm. 
This scheduling aid/algorithm was applied to a furnace shop 
at Texas Works of U.S. Steel, Baytown, Texas. Management of 
the Texas Works confirmed savings using the approach 
developed above of not less than $20,000 per day as we 1 1 as 
use of the approach as a training tool.
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Chaoter 1 
INTRODUCTION

Prob1em Statement
The U. S. Steel Texas Works facility is best described 

as a make-to-order job shop. Its steel is produced for 
specific orders with well-defined specifications.
Optimally, no steel would be produced for inventory.
Several U.S. Steel slab production facilities can produce 
the same products, and there is insufficient demand to keep 
them a 1 1 operating at "efficient” production levels. The 
f i rm î s therefore o 1 ann i ng to c 1 ose one or more of these 
facilities based uoon some kind of profitability criteria.

For this reason, the management at the Texas Works 
facility decided to try to improve the "efficiency” of the 
electric-arc furnaces by reducing the average time it takes 
to produce a batch of molten steel (a heat). This time is 
measured from the time one heat is poured out of the furnace 
until the next heat is poured out (tap-to-tap time).

The initial request from management was for help in 
revising the scheduling procedures for the furnaces, 
casters, degassers, and overhead cranes to reduce tap-to-tap 
times. Later, management decided to try to reduce costs 
within the existing production limitations through 
identification of specific potentially cost-saving
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s i tuat ions wi th in the schedu1i ng and producti on systems.
The key to the problem redefinition was the realization that 
different operating levels of the company were being 
evaluated by different standards.

Methodology
The first step was to ascertain what the current 

procedures were at the Texas Works faci1ity for schedu1ing 
and producing steel. Delays were identified and analyzed. 
Scheduling was done by the planning department in a building 
one-half mile from the actual production floor. The 
planners ranged from virtual 1 y no experience to very high 
levels of experience, but they were general 1 y unfami1iar 
with the production process. For that reason, a type of 
Gantt chart ing was decided on as the form of schedu1 ing 
which would be of the most use. Steps involved included 
identifying the equipment to be scheduled, the procedures 
under which they operated, and the average operating time 
under these procedures. This data was then designed into a 
Gantt-tyoe scheduling aid, and an algorithm to identify 
problems or areas of possible cost-saving in a proposed 
schedule. This scheduling aid/algorithm composes the 
principal thrust of this thesis.
Overview

This thesis will present background material, expand
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uoon the or obi em and the data obtained, and go into the 
analysis, solution, conclusions, and areas for further 
research.

Chaoter 2 includes a discussion of the economics of 
steel making, the problems facing the U. S. steel producers 
and the competition that exists between the integrated steel 
oroducers and the mini-mil 1 producers. There is also a 
comoarison between the Texas Works and a typical mini-mil 1 
ooeration.

Chaoter 3 presents historic and operational information 
on electric-arc furnaces, degassers, and continuous casters. 
Chaoter 4 describes the facilities at the Texas Works and 
oresents background information concerning the U. S. Steel 
Corporation as well as information from the initial visit to 
the site.

Chaoter 5 presents the progress of a hypothetical heat 
through the Texas Works in which some possible areas for 
cost reduction are identified. Some of these areas were 
dea 11 wi th by the schedu 1 i ng method which i s a form of Gantt 
charting. A history of Gantt charting and a discussion of 
the different forms wi11 be included in Chapter 6. Chapter 
7 contains a description of the scheduling aid and algorithm 
as we l 1 as a discussion of the results and uses of the aid. 
It i nc l udes both t i me and cost sa v i ngs as we 1 1 as a
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descrfotton of the use of the method as a teaching and 
trai ni ng too 1.

Chaoter 8 contains the conclusions and discusses other 
areas for further study. The chapter concludes with a 
section on the results obtained by the use of the scheduling 
aid at the Texas Works facility.
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Chapter 2 
THE STEELMAKING INDUSTRY

Steel is produced in three types of facilities: open 
hearth furnaces, basic oxygen furnaces, and electric arc 
furnaces, where mini-mil Is are a type of electric-arc 
furnace shop. U.S. Steel has faci 1 ities of a 1 1 three types. 
Unti 1 recently, open hearth and basic oxygen furnaces were 
usual 1 y part of an integrated steel making operation, with 
most domestic producers owning their iron ore properties 
(Barnett and Schorsch, 1983). With the drop in world iron 
ore prices, domestic producers have been at a competitive 
disadvantage relative to most foreign producers who buy raw 
materials at market prices. To stay competitive, many 
domestic producers buy ore elsewhere. This has been a mixed 
blessing, since they have traded lower material costs for 
higher transportation costs. (Note: Most of the newer 
international faci1ities have been built to take advantage 
of both economies of scale and lower transportation costs 
associated with deep water harbors.) The alternative is to 
lower production costs through productivity improvements 

(U. S. Office of Technology Assessment, 1980).
The steel industry is in the midst of a major 

structural change. Until the 1960s the U. S. steel industry 
enjoyed worldwide dominance. Their steel mil Is were
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general ly the biggest, newest, and most technological 1 y 
advanced. Their technological advantage offset the 
disadvantage of higher labor costs to the extent that the 
United States wage rates exceeded those of its international 
comoetitors.

Major investment decisions of the 1950s in ooen hearth 
furnaces and integrated faci1 ities led to the downfal 1 of 
the United States steel industry. The technologic 
development of the basic oxygen technique and use of the 
e 1ectr ic-arc furnace has outdated and anti quated most of the 
ooen hearth furnaces which are no longer economical ly 
competitive on a oroduction-cost basis.

The steel industry was dominated by integrated 
companies that functioned under an oligopolistic behavior 
model. Profit was viewed from an overa1 1 (as opposed to 
component) picture and the industry-wide return on 
investment of invested capital was lower than that of all 
industries. This continued because of the barriers that 
existed for entering competition for the first half of the 
century. In the late 1950s and the early 1960s, these 
barriers were breached on two different fronts, imports and 
mini-mil is. In addition, the growth in United States 
consumption of steel was slowing. In the early 1950s, the 
industry a I lowed the government to push them into a spate of
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expansion which led to overcapacity and worst of all, it was 
expansion in a soon to be outdated technology.

This oligopolistic behavior is no longer justified and 
the U. S. steel industry has been very late in adjusting to 
the situation. The domestic industry is facing the 
cha 1 1enge and orob1 em of internationa1 compet ition and 
overcapacity. The international industry has the advantage 
of 1 ower cost i abor and mater i a 1 s as we 11 as be i ng on the 
leading edge of technologic development. Within the 
domestic steel industry, the forefront is represented by the 
mini-mill operations which are less energy and capital 
intensive and far more able and willing to deal with changes 
in the economic and technologic environment. There is a 
difficult decision facing many steel companies: can they and 
should they try to remain economical ly competitive with 
foreign oroducers?

Many facilities that are currently in operation would 
not be in existence if the current economic conditions that 
ore va î 1 today had been true at the time of their 
construction. However, the economics of production define a 
profit as revenue in excess of fixed and variable costs. An 
existing facility that generates revenue in excess of 
variable costs should be kept in operation. It is not 
making a profit but it is covering some of the fixed costs
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that would be there even if the facility was closed, thus 
minimizing loss. Since the sa 1 vage value of old faci 1 ities 
is very low, they are frequently kept in operation as long 
as there is a market for their product and they cover 
variable costs. They are earning more for the company alive 
and operational than shut down and dead.

Mini-mills
Mini-mills have developed along technologic, market, 

and oroduct lines. Invariably, they are electric-arc 
furnace shoos producing carbon steel with continuous casting 
of forms suitable for rolling into finished products. Thus, 
they have significantly lower capital costs than the typical 
integrated oroducer. Generally, their market is regional in 
nature with local sources of scrap and limited 
transportation costs. Finally, their product lines 
concentrate on simple low-va lue products such as wire rod 
and concrete reinforcing bar (rebar). These facilities do 
not try to oroduce a wi de var i ety of products and stee I 
tyoes; rather, they produce the same type of steel day in 
and day out. Usual ly this steel has wide tolerances. There 
are exceptions to this and the level of technology is such 
that some mi ni-mi 1 Is are even producing stainless steels.

One of the keys to mini -mi 1 1 prof i tab i 1 ity and survival 
is the high level of technology incorporated into the
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facilities. The high growth rate in the mini-mi 1 1 sector 
has created a technologic proving ground which has 1 ed to a 
steady stream of improvements including water cooling of 
furnaces, use of ultra-high power, oxygen enrichment, and 
ladle metal 1urgy. Combining this technologic progress with 
raoid expansion has created an environment of new, 
technological ly advanced faci1ities. The South and West, 
where transportât ion barriers existed for national 
producers» developed significant steel markets based upon 
the need for construction-re1ated steel, which opened the 
door for the emergence of the mini-mil Is.

Interestingly enough, mi ni-mil 1 operations operate as 
price takers. They are wi 1 ling to adjust prices to maintain 
sales and are much more aggressive in terms of price. This 
has a secondary effect of making the firms much more cost 
conscious and leads to greater cost reduction efforts. 
Mini-mi 1 Is have a typical payback period on the order of 
three years and a shorter construction lead time for a 
greenfield (startup) facility, two years versus five years 
for an integrated plant. They are built with the idea that 
they soon wi l 1 be obsolete, so they are constructed in lean, 
bare bones fashion. This cost structure attitude fol lows 
over into staff and labor costs. They operate with sma 1 1er 
headauarter staffs and general ly with nonunionized labor.
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which is highly flexible and leads to greater labor 
efficiency.

Mini-mill— Texas Works Comparison
In comoar î son to integrated steel producers and mini

mi 1 l faci1ities, the U.S. Steel Texas Works faci1ity is a 
hybrid. The furnace setups resemble those of a mini-mill, 
but they are considerably larger, 200 tons versus 20 to 50 
tons for a tyoical mini-mil 1. They have continuous casting 
but produce slabs instead of forms suitable for final 
oroduct rol 1 ing. The ro 1 l ing mil 1 is not an integral part
of the faci 1 ity and produces plate rather than an end
oroduct. The labor is nonunionized, but the headquarters 
has a sizable staff. The scrap is barged in and some of it
is not obtained regional 1 y. The products do not have a
local market. Final ly, the faci 1 ity produces a large 
variety of steel types, many of which have tight 
specification tolerances.
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Chapter 3 
PRODUCTION BACKGROUND

This chapter presents a short discussion of the 
information on electric-arc furnaces, degassers, and 
continuous casters of the Texas Works facility. This is 
necessary for a better understanding of the schedu1 ing 
method to fol low. For a full treatment of the steel making 
orocess. see U. S. Steel (1971).

Electric Furnaces
In electric furnace steel making, scrap steel and iron 

briauets, and sma 1 1 amounts of coke and 1 imestone are 
reduced to molten steel via the reduction of the steel's 
carbon content. Various elements such as chromium, 
manganese, molybdenum, and nickel may be added to make a 1 loy 
steels. One of the major advantages of electric furnace 
steel making is the flexibility with respect to charge 
material and the furnace's ability to operate on an 
intermittent basis. Another is their ability to make almost 
a 1 1 of the known grades of steel. Other advantages include 
(a) greater desulphurizing power, (b) more efficient 
production of a 1 Toys with high percentages of oxidizable 
elements, (c) the ability to hold heats in the furnace 
without rapid reoxidation, and (d) greater abi1ity to
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manipulate the qua 1ity and composition of slag which is 
required in sma 1 1er amounts.

The Texas Works furnaces are three-phase electric arc 
furnaces of the Heroult type.

Deaassers
Uncontrolled absorption of oxygen, hydrogen, and 

nitrogen by the molten steel from the atmosphere and raw 
materials can cause a variety of undesirable and sometimes 
harmful phenomena in the solidified steel. These gases may 
be removed by a variety of techniques known as vacuum 
degassing (exposure of molten steel to a low-pressure 
environment to remove detrimental gases from the steel). 
Since carbon will react with oxygen to form carbon monoxide 
(CO) which is nearly insoluble in the molten steel, the 
evolved carbon monoxide is removed along with the other 
gases by the vacuum pumps.

The U. S. Steel Texas Works facility uses a modified 
Dortmund-Httrdei— Huttenunion system (recirculating degassing 
method) as shown in Figure 3.1. It consists of a 
refractory-lined vacuum vessel with a "snorkel" tube, a 
mechanism for raising and lowering the vacuum vessel, and a 
steam-injector system. Addition of agents is accomplished 
through the use of a gas-stirring process using an argon 
lance.
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Figure 3.1 Dortmund-Hôrder-Huttenunion Degasser
Source: H. E. McGannon, ed. The Makino. Shaoino. and

Treati no of Stee1. 9th ed. U. S. Steel Corporation. 
Pittsburgh. 1971.
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Casters
After a heat of steel is refined in a furnace, the 

liauid steel is poured into a steel ladle* a refractory- 
1 ined vessel. After degassing and a 1 loy additions, the 
1 iauid steel must be solidified into a usable form that can 
be worked further. The ladle is moved by an overhead crane 
to the cast i ng area where the mo 1 ten stee 1 î s then poured or 
teemed into a series of molds or into a continuous caster.
In the case of casting in molds, the steel sol idifies into a 
casting cal led an ingot. Continuous casting produces semi
finished steel ordducts like blooms, bi1 lets, and slabs 
which differ from each other by cross-sectional dimensions. 
The remainder of this section wi 1 1 deal only with continuous 
cast i ng.

Continuous casting uses a gravity feed system to supply 
the molten steel to the caster. A preheated refractory- 
lined funnel (tundish), which directs the molten steel into 
the caster from the 1 ad le, is used to contro 1 both the 
temperature and the volume of the steel flowing into the 
mold. The molten steel is poured into the tundish from 
either a stoopered or tilted ladle and the tundish itself 
may be eou i poed with one or more nozz 1 es that feed the stee l 
i nto the mo 1d.

The molds are made of copper or brass, fabricated as
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assembled olates or sol id blocks, and are internal ly cooled 
by water circulation. Only a minimal amount of 
so 1 i d i f i cat i on occurs in the mold. Water sprays below the 
mold oerform most of the cooling of the exposed casting. 
After leaving the water spray, the casting is supported by 
oinch or supporting rol 1 ers before going to the cutters 
where the casting is cut into variable lengths.

The Texas Works facility uses a continuous casting 
system referred to as a "vertical-plus-bending" casting that 
is shown in Figure 3.2.
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Figure 3.2 Vert1cal-PIus-Bending Continuous Casting
Source: H. E. McGannon, ed. The Maki no, Shaoi ng. and

Treating of Stee !. 9th ed. U. S. Steel Corporation. 
Pittsburgh. 1971.
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Chanter 4 
FACILITY AND CORPORATE BACKGROUND

Texas Works Background
U. S. Steel Corporation operates an electric arc 

furnace steel plant, the Texas Works, in Baytown, Texas, 
consisting of four electric arc furnaces, two degassers, 
three continuous casters, and three overhead 200-plus ton 
cranes laid out as a north-south oriented single-aisle shop 
( Figure 4.1). The plant, built in 1970, originally 
consisted of two furnaces, one degasser, one 7-inch 
continuous caster, and two overhead cranes in what is now 
the south shoo. In 1977, the faci1ity was expanded by the 
addition of the north shop which consists of two more 
furnaces, a degasser, two 8-inch continuous casters, and one 
more overhead crane on the same tracks.

Until late 1983, there was insufficient work to keep 
the faci1ity operating at full capacity, and its 
caoabi1ities had not been pushed. Major maintenance 
programs had been deferred over the previous two years in an 
effort to ho 1 d down costs and to avoid a pi ant closure.
This 1 ed to one of the bi ggest prob 1 ems i n the p 1 ant, 
eauioment breakdowns.

In late 1 983 and early 1 984, the economy picked up 
dramatical 1 y and the increase in steel orders a 1 lowed the
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d 1 ant to ooerate at full capacity. During this time, tap- 
to-tap heat times were averaging 4 hours and 43 minutes, 
with a range from just under 3 hours to extremes of more 
than 10 hours in cases of equipment failure. New top 
management, brought in in January 1984, felt that the 
average heat time had to be reduced if the faci 1 ity was to 
be economical 1 y competitive. Their hope was to reduce 
average heat time to 3 hours and 30 minutes with the 
existing equipment. The two largest components that they 
felt could be dealt with were equipment breakdowns and crane 
delays. Crane delays averaged 15 minutes per heat and were 
caused by the unavaf labi 1 ity of cranes in critical time 
periods.

The Texas Works faci1ity represents 4% of the 
steel making capacity of U. S. Steel. It is considered one 
of the company's most efficient plants and was the only 
faci 1 ity exemot from the December 1983 shutdown. Its major 
products are slabs, and plate and pipe products for the 
energy production and transmission market.

In February 1984, the head of the Texas Works 
industrial engineering department contacted Dr. Robert E. 0. 
Woolsey, professor at the Colorado School of Mines, to help 
develop a schedul ing method to reduce crane delays and thus 
he 1o reduce heat times. The author accompanied Dr. Woolsey
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as an assistant. The first trip resulted in a fo 1 1 ow-up 
visit in ear l y March by the author and a restatement of the 
final problem statement, a request for a scheduling system 
(aid) that could reduce the average heat time and also 
reduce the oer-ton cost of steel production.

Initial Visit
The first visit, in February, 1984, to the Texas Works 

entailed a tour of the plant and discussions with personnel 
involved with industrial engineering, production planning, 
and product i on.

Furnaces and Casters. Current 1 y, the furnaces are 
re 1 i ned every 1 0 to 1 4 opérât i ng days. The p 1 an i s to run 
only the two newer furnaces and get 14 to 16 heats per day 
from them, which would match current production. The two 
newer furnaces can be run at a lower cost even though they 
use a more expensive antipol lut ion device. Approximately 
one-third of the heats are cast on the 7-inch caster, but 
the long-term goal is to go with two casters with variable 
widths. The most significant furnace delays are power off 
(the oower is control led by a computer which projects demand 
over a 1 5 minute period and pu 1 1 s the p 1 ug if the expected 
demand exceeds the 1imit set by Houston Power and Light) and 
the need to reduce carbon levels by blowing oxygen into the
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mo 1 ten steel (oxygen blowdown). Meltdown time is 2 hours 
and 2 4  minutes with power on, but there is a 1 ways power off 
time associated with adding the second part of the scrap 
steel charge (backcharging). When only two furnaces are in 
operation, this time may be reduced even further by 
increasing the oower available to the furnaces. Other 
furnace de 1 ays inc1ude broken e 1ectrodes and b 1ockage of 
charging cranes. Operating costs of a furnace are 
aooroximate 1 y $75 per minute with the power on and $20 per 
minute with the power off. The production group is planning 
to obtain oxy-fuel burners which should reduce the average 
heat time by 20 minutes. The cost of the burners is 
approximately $600,000 with an estimated eight-month payback 
period, considerably less than the one-year payback period 
that U. S. Steel uses for its capital improvements.

Degassers. The degassers are run in basical 1 y two 
modes: straight degassing, which takes approximately one 
hour, and argon rinsing, which takes about 30 minutes. The 
argon rinse is less expensive, is done on less critical 
steel grades and encompasses about 35% of all the degassing. 
The regular degassing is done on the more critical grades of 
steel. In addition, occasional problems from other sources 
can be corrected through use of the degasser. The 1ong-term 
goal is to reduce the demand on the degassers through the
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use of other techniques.

Maintenance. Before the initial visit, maintenance had 
been dividing its personnel up so that 20% of the staff was 
on dur i ng the weekday day shift and the rema i nder was sp 1 it 
up into four crews that did around-the-clock emergency 
coverage. This policy has been changed so that most of the 
personnel Is on days with minimal staffs on during the 
evening and night (dark) turns to cover emergencies. There 
had been almost no preventive maintenance functions 
performed for the last two years. It appeared that 
maintenance had been deferred and production was paying the 
price in equipment breakdowns. The situation was apparently 
made more difficult because a transition had been made on 
January 1, 1984, from four days a week, three turns a day,
to seven days a week, three turns a day, and this had been 
done on only one month's notice. It would appear that 
maintenance had not been performed to usual levels* and 
there was a lack of experienced personnel because of the 
hiring, firing, and transferring policy (many of the 
experienced people were over in the rolling shop, and the 
people who had been transferred over apparent 1 y lacked the 
appropriate experience).

Production had placed a very high priority on upgrading 
equipment re 1iabi1ity which would take an estimated three
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months. Their opinion was that a significant part of the 
problem was due to a lack of trained electrical maintenance 
personnel and the need for retraining the maintenance 
personnel. At the time of the visit, almost a 1 1 electrical 
problems had to be dealt with by the electrical maintenance 
foreman, the only person with the knowledge to provide an 
overview.

Heat Times. Heat times are measured from tap to tap.
In the previous quarter, the heat times were averaging 4 
hours and 43 minutes. The expectations are to reduce this 
time to 3 hours and 30 minutes* using only the new furnaces 
in their present configuration. A request has been made for 
oxy-fuel burners which wi11 reduce the time by another 20 
minutes, but they are not due in for another 6 months.

Product M i x. The plant produces very little special 
a 1loy like stainless steel. Most of their product is carbon 
steel and high strength steel alloys with some 9% nickel 
a 1 loys. A very significant proportion of their output is in 
the form of "canned heats." These heats are for another 
U. S. Steel faci 1 ity that will roll it for use in tin cans. 
Canned heats are a particular problem because they are a 
"low residual" metal, which means they need to have low 
contents of certain metals such as copper, nickel, chromium.
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and manganese, and util ize large amounts of special scrap 
which is orovided by the other facility at a relatively high 
cost. This creates a cost problem when "canned heat” scrap 
i s 1 oaded i nto a furnace but product i on fa 1 1 s to make a 
"canned heat.” This is exemplified by fact that compliance 
was running 43% at first ca1 1 (order produced as initial 1 y 
scheduled by production planning).

Command Center. Recently, the plant tried a one-week 
experiment with a command center concept. In the 
experiment, the production planner was put in an off i ce in 
the shoo with one of the general foremen. Together they 
coordinated the scheduling of heats. The idea of the center 
was to anti cioate the prob1ems before they occurred. The 
result of the experiment was to reduce the heat times by an 
average of 30 to 40 minutes. The problem always reduced 
down to what could be produced with the equipment available 
(Production) and the composition of the heat (Planning).
One significant problem seemed to be that there was only 
twenty minutes warning time (or less) to deal with the 
chemistry problems due to variances in the scrap.

The efficiency of the command center was questioned, 
however, since the heat times remained at the same level 
after the experiment was concluded. The biggest problem for 
the command center was equipment breakdowns. The second
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major problem was lack of coordination between the planners 
and the general turn foremen, who were often difficult to 
reach. The command center concept required a general 
foreman as the production member of the center, but the 
transition from the general turn foreman to the general 
foreman was never made.

The production planning group objected to the command 
center concept because they did not want to have their 
personnel on the production floor. They believed that their 
primary responsibilities were to build heats to 
specifications (chemical composition) and to service the 
customers.

Production Planning. Product ion pianning, 1ocated i n 
offices half a mile from the production floor, is 
responsible for planning the order of the heats (what type 
of steel is to be made). Most of the production planners 
are unfamiliar with the procedures and flows of the 
production floor. They are not familiar with the 
1 imi tat ions of how much correct 1 on can be made i n the 
chemistry of a heat and what the associated cost (time and 
do 1 lars) are for these corrections. One factor that would 
improve their work is longer decisonmaktng lead time on 
forecasts of what to produce.
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Management. Early in January, 1984, a new production 
team plant manager and a new superintendent of steel 
oroduction were brought in. They rea1ized that the 
situation ca 1 led for (a) improving the operation or (b) 
folding uo. They appear to be strong 1 y encouraging any 
changes necessary to survive.

Pi sasters. The two worst catastrophes in the p 1 ant are 
caster breakouts and repours. The caster breakout occurs 
when steel that has not solidified enough reaches an 
unconfined area of the caster and flows into the caster bed. 
Th î s usua 1 1 y resu 1 ts i n a two- to three-day shutdown of the 
caster line while the steel is chipped off. The repour, 
outting a heat of steel back into a furnace for reworking 
and reheating, is bad for two reasons. First, additional 
time is consumed when the stee 1 i s reprocessed i n the 
furnace and degasser, and second, it is very difficult and 
t i me consum i ng to pour a 1 ad 1 e of mo 1 ten stee 1 back i nto a 
furnace.

Goa 1 s. The goal of the improved operating scheme was 
to reduce the average heat time from 4 hours and 43 minutes 
to 3 hours and 10 minutes. The six areas that were felt to 
have the greatest impact on time improvement were 

1 ) schedu1ing
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2) maintenance and reliability
3) communications (operators to cranes)
4) refining techniques

a) Improvement in consistency of the melt 
chemistry technique

b) Increased number of scrap assays
c) Improved weight measurements thus obtaining 

desired carbon levels (shooting) more 
rapidly and adding smal 1er amounts of coke 
to increase low carbon levels and blowing 
less oxygen to decrease high carbon levels

5) acquisition of oxy-fuel burners
6) thermal stability

There is no means of accurately measuring 
heat temperatures in the ladles. Optical 
pyrometry is not used, but there are plans to 
insta 1 1 thermocoup 1 es in the wa 1 1 s of the 
ladles.

Revised Problem Statement
After meeting with various groups concerned with the 

production process, it appeared that the goal of the 
organization was too narrow 1 y focused. Many members of 
management had seemed not to believe that the ultimate 
objective of any corporation might be (a) the bottom line on 
the balance sheet, (b) the wealth of the stockholder, or (c) 
maximizing profit and minimizing losses. Goals had been 
given by corporate headquarters to increase efficiency by 
means of lowering heat times, which might or might not 
accomplish what was needed.

It appeared from the above information that the real
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objective was to do whatever was necessary to save the most 
money, which might not be possible by simply reducing heat 
times. To this end, the situation was examined more closely 
to identify cost centers and to isolate circumstances, 
oredominant1 y through scheduling refinements, that would 
reduce costs and thus improve the plants profitab11ity.

The main thrust of this thesis is to identify elements 
of the scheduling system amenable to improvement on a 
continuing basis and to suggest specific ways to implement 
some of the improvements. The method chosen was to define a 
Gantt chart for use in conjunction with an algorithm for 
detection of possible scheduling problems. Prior to a 
discussion of the method, we will walk the reader through 
the entire production process of Texas Works with a 
hypothetical heat, (Chapter 5), and provide background in 
Gantt charting as an industrial tool (Chapter 6). The above 
are necessary to fo 1 low the development of the Gantt 
chart/algorithm to follow in Chapter 7.
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Chapter 5
PROGRESS OF A HYPOTHETICAL HEAT AT TEXAS WORKS

For the purposes of clarification, we wi 1 1 foi low the 
progress of a hypothetical heat at the Texas Works facility 
(see Figure 5.1.) The process begins in the planning 
department where its type (chemical composition) is 
determined. It begins to take substance in the scrap yard 
where several (usual ly four to five) railroad cars are 
loaded with the appropriate mix of steel scraps. Next, the 
loaded railroad cars are transferred to the charging area 
where the scrap f s transferred to the scrap buckets for the 
initial charge and for the later backcharge which amounts to 
one-third of the total. The bucket containing the initial 
charge is picked up by one of the overhead cranes, the 
charge 1 s dropped i nto one of the furnaces a 1 ong with some 
coke and 1 imestone, and the power is turned on. When the 
initial charge has me 1 ted, the power i s turned off and the 
backcharge is added. The power is turned back on and the 
steel scrap is completely melted. The heat is worked until 
the appropriate chemical composition and temperature is 
obtained at which time the heat is tapped 1nto a preheated 
200-plus ton ladle which may contain some a 1 loying agents. 
The crane then transports the heat-fi lied ladle to the 
degassing station where one of several procedures is
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Fî gure 5.1 Schemat t c FI owehart of a Hypotheti ca1 Heat
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ut î 1 i zed on the heat wh île it is in the 1 ad 1 e. Once the 
orooer chemical composition is obtained, the ladle is 
transported by crane to the caster where the molten steel is 
funneled from the bottom of the ladle to a preheated tundish 
car and then into the caster. When the continuous slab 
emerges from the caster, it is cut into various lengths and 
loaded onto "hot cars,” special railroad flat cars used for 
holding and transporting the 20-plus ton slabs which are 
still extremely hot.

Ladles and tundish cars must be rebuilt, the tundish 
cars after each use and the ladles when the refractory 
lining starts to show disruption. Both jobs are done in the 
refractory areas located at the far end of each shop.
Ladles are preheated in the refractory area prior to 
tapo ing.

Data was collected during the initial and second visit. 
This data can be divided into three areas: equipment times, 
delay prone areas, and areas where costs could be reduced.

Equipment Times
Furnace. Meltdown time with power on at norma 1 level 

is 2 hours and 24 minutes. However, there is always power- 
off time associated with backchargi ng when the remaining 
scrap is added to the furnace. This varies between 5 and 10 
minutes. With only two furnaces in operation, the power
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available to the furnaces can be increased and meltdown time 
can be further reduced.

Degasser. There are four main protocols at the 
degasser station that vary from 45 to 90 minutes. They are 
stir only or argon rinse, degas only (non-"canned heats"), 
degas-"canned heats,” and TN (used in certain specialty 
steels) protocol. For protocols that change the chemistry 
of the heat by critical amounts, the heat i s not a 1 1 owed to 
leave the degassing station until the desired chemistry 
results have been confirmed.

Casters. This area has the most predictable times of 
a 1 1 the equipment. Casting time is one hour and it takes an 
additional hour to reset the caster for the next heat if a 
piggyback is not run. A piggybacked heat is one that is 
cast cont i nuous 1 y w i th a pr 1 or heat and the tund 1 sh car i s 
not changed between heats. The tundish car is not changed 
if either a) the next heat is not ready for immediate 
pouring when the previous one has emptied from the ladle or
b) the next heat of stee1 cannot be poured through the same 
tundish car owing to problems of metallurgical chemistry 
incompatibility which wou1d contaminate the stee1.

Crane Transits. Crane transit times exist for travel 
between the various pieces of equipment. From furnace to
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degasser on the same shop floor (either north or south), 
transit time Is 5 minutes. If the furnace and degasser are 
on different floors, transit time is 8 to 10 minutes.
Transit time from the degasser to the caster is 15 minutes. 
The on 1 y other trans it time is 4 mi nutes for mo v t ng the 
scrap bucket to the the furnace, emptying it, and returning 
it to the charging area.

Delay Prone Areas

Furnaces. There are five main causes of delay at the 
furnaces: power-off, broken electrodes, chemistry, crane 
blockage or unavailability, and equipment breakdowns. 
Power-off delays occur when the furnaces are shut down 
either to add additional materials or because a computer 
that is monitoring power usage shuts down a furnace because 
the plant is in danger of exceeding its contractual power 
draw 1 imitations set with Houston Power and Light (exceeding 
this limit carries a very large long term penalty.) Time is 
1 ost when e 1 ectrodes break or are consumed or need to be 
replaced. The breaks in the electrodes occur most often 
when they are be i ng 1 owered i nto the furnace and str 1 ke a 
large piece of scrap. Replacement does not require the use 
of an overhead crane.

The chemistry problem has two facets. One is that the
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chemical composition of the scrap is at best an educated 
guess; therefore, additional furnace time and analysis of 
the molten steel is required to get an acceptable heat. The 
second is the time spent waiting for the report to get back 
from the chemistry department. This can take as little as 5 
minutes or more than 20, and if a poor sample is taken, the 
sampling process may have to be repeated.

Cranes are needed at three key times during the furnace 
operation: the loading of the initial charge, the loading of 
the backcharge, and when the heat is tapped, which also 
requires the crane to pick up the preheated 1 ad 1 e at the 
refractory area.

Equipment repair general ly occurs between heats rather 
than during the refining of a heat. This involves either 
normal rebui 1 ding of the refractory lining of the furnace, 
which occurs every two weeks, or a temporary repair in which 
a refractory 1s sprayed or “gunned" onto the damaged areas 
of the furnace lining. This last procedure can frequently 
be done without delay while the furnace is being loaded with 
the initial charge.

Degassers. Degasser delays are related to equipment 
availabil ity and chemistry. The loss of one or both 
degassers crimps scheduling flexlbi1ity and usual ly requires 
schedule changes. The chemistry problems are the same as
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for furnaces. A heat may be held at the degassing station 
while waiting for a caster, but there is a price to be 
oaid— the longer the wait, the greater the heat loss and 
temoerature drop.

Casters. Caster delays are caused by breakouts, 
equioment unavailabi 1 ity, and reset times.

Cranes. Since the three cranes operate on the same 
overhead rail, they are unable to pass each other and crane 
to crane transfers are fraught with danger. Therefore care 
must be taken that cranes are not blocked off from access to 
or from eauioment. For example, if crane two is waiting for 
furnace two to tap i nto the 1 ad 1 e, then crane one cannot 
carry its ladle from furnace one to a degasser until crane 
two has moved.

Cost Reduction

Scrap Blending. Scrap charges are being built with 
invariant formulas that ignore the current cost of the 
various types of scrap. Problems occur when specialty 
steels with no available scrap formulation are made. The 
formulations are based upon educated guesses of the 
composition of each type of scrap.
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ana 1 yses that they perform are not a prob 1 em, but the 
communications with the furnace and degassing stations are. 
Final chemistries from these stations should have higher 
processing priorities than preliminary ones. Additionally, 
time could be saved if Chemistry informed the stations when 
they suspected that there was an inadequate quality sample, 
rather than waiting for verification. This would a 1 low for 
the drawing of a backup sample several minutes sooner.
While this would result in the taking of some unnecessary 
samp les at a cost of less than $10 each, each mi nute saved 
represents more than $25 of furnace time.

Pi versions. When a steel heat with stringent 
requirements such as a "canned heat" is planned, but the 
metal lurgical requirements cannot be met, the heat is 
diverted to another type of steel which usual ly has a lower 
sales value. This is frequently due to the addition of 
scrap with unexpectedly high levels of certain restricted 
elements such as copper or phosphorus, which can be traced 
back to the insufficient level of scrap sample chemical 
analyses. Occasionally, diversions are the result of 
degasser restrictions involving either time or equipment.

Piggybacks. Each piggyback, having two heats cast 
through the same tundish car, saves the cost of rebuilding a
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through the same tundish car, saves the cost of rebuilding a 
tundish car, $7,500, and the one-hour setup time on the 
caster which normal ly occurs between heats.

11 Hot Cars." When there are not enough "hot cars," the 
hot s l abs are stacked on the f 1 oor of the runout area. The 
heat from the slabs destroys the temper of the railroad 
rails, and the rails must be replaced. This situation 
arises most frequently on the weekends when there are few 
workers ava i lab le to unload the ful 1 cars that have cooled 
down.

It was clear that a 1 1 the data col 1 ected was not 
relevant for the construction of the aid, but could be 
represented during its actual use. The equipment times are 
incorporated directly into the aid, the delay prone areas 
are represented during its actual use, and the piggyback and 
diversion sections of the cost reduction area are 
i ncoroorated 1nto the dec i s ion a 1gori thm.
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Chapter 6 
THE GANTT CHART

Henry Lawrence Gantt developed the concepts of the 
Gantt chart prior to and during World War I. (Gantt, 1916). 
At the time of his death, soon after World War I, there were 
four main applications:

(1) Recording the progress of work
(2) Recording machine operation
(3) Recording man performance
(4) Shôwing the work ahead of a department or plant. 

The great contribution of Gantt was in large part due to his 
recognition that the essential element in any performance is 
time, not auanti ty.

Wa1 lace (1922) described the predominant advantages of
Gantt chart i ng:

The use of a Gantt Chart makes it necessary to have a 
o 1 an. Recording that plan on a chart where it can be 
seen by others has a tendency to make it definite and 
accurate and to promote the assignment of clear-cut 
tasks to individuals. The plan is shown so clearly on 
these charts that it can be understood in detai 1 and as 
a whole not only by the executive himself, but also by 
those above him and by his subordinates.

The Gantt Chart compares what i s done w ith what 
was done— it keeps the executive advised as to the 
orogress made in the execution of his plan, and if the 
program is not sattsfactory it tells the reason why.
The executive's time is thus saved because each time a 
f i gure î s recei ved he does not need to compare it with 
oast records and decide whether it is good or bad. He 
has determined once and for all what figures will be
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satisfactory, and has recorded them on the chart. The 
comoarison of the accomplishment with the plan then 
becomes merely a clerical task, and the executive is 
1 eft free to study the tendencies and take the action 
indicated by the chart.

The Gantt Chart emphasizes the reasons why 
performance falls short of the plan and thus fixes 
the resoonsibi 1 ity for the success or fai lure of a
0 1 an. Causes and effects with their relation to 
time are brought out so clearly that it becomes 
possible for the executive to foresee future 
haooenings with considerable accuracy.

The Gantt Chart is, moreover, remarkably 
compact. Information can be concentrated on a 
single sheet which would require thirty-seven 
different sheets if shown on the usual type of 
curve charts. There is a continuity in the Gantt 
Chart which emphasizes any break in records or any
1 ack of know 1 edge as to what has taken p 1 ace.

The Gantt Chart i s easy to draw. No drafting 
exoerience is necessary, for only straight lines 
are used. The principle is so simple that anyone 
of average intel 1 igence can be trained to make 
these charts.

Gantt Charts are easy to read; no 1ines cross 
each other and a 1 l records move with time across 
the sheet from left to right. Charts drawn in 
oenci 1 or black ink convey an impress ion of 
practicability, simplicity, economy, and strength 
which it is not poss i b 1 e to obta i n by the use of 
colored inks or even squared paper. Since no 
colors need be used on Gantt Charts, prints are as 
i nte 1 1igible and effect i ve as originals. The 
Gantt Chart visualizes the passing of time and 
thereby helps to reduce idleness and waste of 
time.

The Gantt Chart presents facts in their 
relationship to time and is, therefore, dynamic.
The chart itself becomes the moving force for 
action.
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When using a Gantt Chart, there are three questions 
that shou1d be asked.

1) Are all of the machines being used? If not, why?
Use the Machine Record Chart.

2) If the machine is running, is it being a 1 located 
to the work that is needed the most? If not, why? 
Use the Progress Charts.

3) Are the men doing the work as rapidly as they 
should? If not, why? Use the Man Record Chart.

Machine record charts show graphical ly when a machine runs 
and when it is idle and the reasons for the idleness. 
Progress charts show the relationship between the amounts 
ordered and oroduced in relationship to the due date. Man 
record charts show the comparison between what a man has
done to what he shou 1 d have done and reasons for fai 1 ing to
do so.

I n a 1 1 cases, the 1 1 me line is constant and the p 1 anned 
or projected quantity represents 100% of the time period's 
length, and thus quantities vary from time period to time 
oeriod. Figure 6.1 is a copy of one of the oldest surviving 
Gantt Charts dating back to June 15, 1917. The thin
horizontal lines represent the work done in each time 

oeriod. In this case, the planned work is the same for each 
week. In some weeks the actua1 work done is represented by
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two lines; i.e., the work done was greater than the amount 
planned. In others, the line fails to stretch across the 
whole week, representing less work done than expected.

The remainder of this thesis will show how a variation 
of the above simple tool was designed and implemented at 
Texas Works.
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CHAPTER 7 
THE SCHEDULING AID

The purpose of constructing the scheduling aid was to 
help production planning at Baytown Texas Works foresee 
problems with crane delays and equipment aval labI 1 tty before 
they actual ly arose. The aid is an extension of the Gantt 

charting technique discussed in Chapter 6.
By presenting the planned production of the facility in 

a visual form, faster integration of existing information is 
available. The planning horizon can thus be extended far 
enough to be of use to the planners. The original concept 
of the schedul ing aid was to avoid crane delays and 
equipment unavai labi 1 ity by having a timeline representation 
for each station based on a common timelI ne.

Peser iot ion
The initial form of the schedu 1 ing aid was a wall- 

mounted magnetic board with plastic coated magnetic strips. 
It contained room for nine stations: four furnaces, labeled 
FI to F4; two degas sers, labeled 0 1 and D2; and three 
casters, 1 abe 1 ed CA and CB for the 8- 1 nch casters and CC 
for the 7-inch caster. In addition, there was room at the 
bottom for the operational status of all the stations and 
the cranes. When a station was nonoperational, "down,” the 
corresponding time was covered with a red strip. Thus, at a
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glance, the planner knew which stations were to be in use, 
which ones were nonoperational, and which ones would change 
status during the planning horizon and when.

The aid has a 24-hour time horizon beginning at 8 a.m., 
with a sea 1 e of 30 minutes to an i nch. At 8 p.m., the 
schedule is advanced 12 hours to an 8 p.m. to 8 p.m. time 
horizon. The plastic strips are color coded by furnaces, 
with a different color for each furnace. A heat is color 
coded by furnace and stays the same color as it goes to 
other stations. Additionally, the heat number is written on 
the furnace trip with a washable pen, and the first two 
characters are also written on the caster strip. The heat 
number is a six—character sequence: the first represents the 
furnace number in which the heat begins (1 to 4). The 
following is a letter that refers to the type of steel being 
produced, and the last four are the sequential heat number. 
For purposes of this example, only two types of steel wi 1 1
be used, "G" designating a general steel type and "T"
designating a heat for making specialty steel. Examples of 
this are 4G1234 and 2T1235, two sequential ly started heats 
of a general steel type fol lowed by a specialty steel type 
begun in Furnaces 4 and 2 respectively.

The strips are precut in lengths representative of the
time span of the processes involved (see Table 7.1). A
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strip of 7 inches, 3.5 hours, is used for the furnaces. 
Since at the time of the study, the tap-to-tap times were 
running 3.75 hours, they were placed on the board with one- 
half inch gaps between them. The casters use a 2-inch 
strip, 1 hour, for casting the heats and a 2-inch purple 
strip for the 1 hour setup time. The degasser station was 
done a little differently, since the transit time from the 
degasser to the caster was incorporated with the processing 
time into the total. This was done because there could be 
no crane delay caused by a crane being aval lab le at the 
degasser but not being able to transport to the caster 
because of a blockage. This created strips of 1.5 inches 
for the stir only time, 2.0 inches for the degas— non- 
"canned heat" time, 2.5 inches for the degas— "canned heat" 
time, and 3.0 inches for the TN protocol time.

TABLE 7.1 Process Times
Procedure Time Length

(minutes) (inches)
Furnace 210 7.0
Caster (casting time) 60 2.0
Caster (setup time) 60 2.0
Degassei--stir only 45 1.5
Degasser— stir w/ wire feed 60 2.0
Degassei--degas only 75 2.5
Degassei-- degas w/TN 90 3.0

Use of the Scheduling Aid
In actual use, the time between the strips used for the
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furnace wi 1 1 be a function of the expected tap-to-tap times 
or the actual tap-to-tap times as time passes. A gap 
between the end of the furnace strip and the beginning of 
the degasser strip equal to 10 minutes was used, but there 
was no gap between the degasser and the caster. As events 
occur, the board is accurately updated to represent what has 
happened. If a heat taps in 3.5 hours, the fol lowing heats 
are moved up by the 1 5 m i nut es that were saved. S i mi 1 ar 1 y , 
the fol lowing heats are pushed back if the in-process heat 
takes longer than expected. Delays are indicated on the 
board by the insertion of a purple strip, of appropriate 
length, corresponding to the delay on a particular station. 
Thus, delays stand out on viewing the board. The whole 
board can be set up in 2 to 3 minutes and updates take even 
less time since the whole board does not need to be done.

Examp 1 es. Figures 7.1 through 7.3 are a sample setup 
procedure for the scheduling aid with a 24-hour timeline. A 
plan for the next 24 hours will be deve 1 oped. F i gure 7.1 
shows the operational status of the stations. It is 
immed 1 ate 1 y noted that a red strip covers a 1 1 of the FI and 
CC 1ines and up to 8 p.m. on the F2 1i ne. As stated 
previously, this designates that these stations are 
nonoperational during the covered time. Furnace 1 and 
Caster C will not be aval lab le for use and Furnace 2 will
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FI  
F 2 
F3j
F4|  
D1 I D2 ; 
CA!

10 12 2 4 6 8 10 12 2 4 6

Opérâtiona1 status of the stations at 8:00 a.m.
Furnace 1 Is out of operation for the entire 24 hours. 
Furnace 2 becomes operational at 8:00 p.m.
Caster C is out of operation for the entire 24 hours. 
Figure 7.1 Station Status
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become operational at 8 p.m., which is halfway through the 
planning period.

Figure 7.2 shows four heats laid out on the aid. They 
are the heats that are i n the system as of 8 a.m. Heat 
3G1235 (ye 1 low) has just started on Furnace 3, heat 4G1234 
(orange) was started on the previous shift at 7:15. Heat 
4G1233 (ye 1 low) is on Degasser 1 and was tapped from Furnace 
3 and Heat 4G1232 (orange) is currently being cast on Caster 
A.

Figures 7.3a-c shows the construction of a complete 
initial layout of the planning period. To construct the 
initial layout, the next step after Figure 7.2 is to add 
enough planned heats on the furnaces to complete the 
planning period (Figure 7.3a.) The heats have been labelled 
sequential ly according to furnace starting time and are of 
two different types. The G heats are general type steels 
with degasser procedures of stir only which take 45 
minutes. The T heats are TN (specialty steel) heats and 
take 90 minutes in the degasser for a TN protocol. After 
laying out the heats on the furnaces, the next steps are to 
comp 1 ete the chart by work i ng from 1 eft to r i ght by 
stations, doing the degassers and then the casters. This 
means first laying out degasser strips for all of the heats 
(or at least within 2 hours of the planning horizon) in
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F 4 | 4G1234
1 il «4.   . — - —

Heats present 1v in progress added to displav
Heat 3G1235 starts at 8:00 a.m. on Furnace 3 (Yellow).
Heat 4G1234 is shown starting at 7:15 a.m. on Furnace 4 

(Orange).
Heat 3G1233 is shown to finish on Degasser 1 at 8:45 a.m. 

(Yellow).
Heat 4G1232 is shown to finish on Caster A at 8:45 a.m. 

(Orange).
Figure 7.2 Starting Heat Layout
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a. Complete Planning for Available Furnaces

FI i
F 2 2G1242

F 3 3G1235 3T1237 3T1239 3T1241 3T1244 3G1247

4G1234 4G1236 4G1238 4G1240 4G1243 4G1246

Dl
D 2 | "

4G

CB'
CC| ..

8 10 12 2 4 6 8 10 12 2 4 6 8

Comp 1ete p 1anning for available furnaces for the p 1anning 
period

Based on demand for general and specialty heats, schedule 
Heats 1236 thru 1248 with 15 minutes separation for 
tap-to-tap time adjustment (see text).

Figure 7.3 Initial Plan
(Conti nued)
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b. Scheduling the Planned Heats on the Degassers

: 2G1242 2G1245 2G1248

3G1235 3T1237 3T1239 3T1241

4G1234 4G1236 4G1238 4G1240

3T1244 3G1247

4G1243 4G1246

■_ WL  ■

10 12 2 4 6 8 10 12 2 4 6 8

Schedu 1 e the p 1 anned heats on the degassers by co 1 or code
Schedule all G type heats on Degasser 1 (arbitrary) except 

for 3G1247.
Schedule all T heats on Degasser 2 (arbitrary).
* Note: G heats take 45 minutes degassing time; T heats take 

90 minutes degassing time.
Figure 7.3 (Continued)

(Cont inued)
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c. Scheduling the Planned Heats on the Casters

FT 
F 2 ' 2G1242 H 2G1245 2G1248

F 3 L ,3G1235 311237 3T1239 3T1241 3T1244 3G1247

4G1234 4G123G 4G1238 4G1240 4G1243 4G1246

■ i l
.4G] 4G; 4G 4G: 4G 4G| ' 4G

C B | sgju m  ItH Hi JHH HH
H8 10 12 2 4 6 8 10 12 2 4 6 8

Schedu1e the planned heats on the casters by co1 or code
Schedule the degassed heats on the casters in the order that 

they finish on the degassers. The purple blocks 
represents the setup time.

*Note: Not able to schedule Heats 2G1242 and 2G1245 which is 
shown by placement above casting lines.

Figure 7.3 (Continued)
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order of planned furnace tapping time (Figure 7.3b.) This
always corresponds to doing the degassers in sequential heat 
number ordering. Then, the next step is to lay out the 
casters by working from left to right in order of degasser 
finishing times (Figure 7.3c.) When this is done, problems 
are noted at 12:45 a.m. and 4:10 a.m. on caster A where 
there are 2G (brown) on the upper part of the space. This
has occurred because there is not enough time to run these
heats because both casters are supposed to be running with
heats from Furnaces 3 and 4 at that time.

The station start times for the heats in Figure 7.3 are 
given in Table 7.2. It is important to note that in Figure 
7.3, the first heat shown on Caster A overlaps the left 
border because it started just before the period started and 
Heat 4G1234 (orange) has had its length truncated. The 
1 ocat i on of a heat on a caster may be found eas 1 1 y by 
looking for the first heat on the caster after the end of 
the furnace strip that is the same color.

Having set up the initial plan, the planner now goes 
through a series of questions (the algorithm) that will 
identify potential problems. The flowchart for this is 
shown in Figure 7.4.

Cranes are required at the furnace for the Initial 
charge at the furnace start time* for the backcharge which
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Table 7.2 Initial Plan--Station Start Times

Heat Furnace Degasser Caste;
Number Start Start Start

Time T ime T i me
4G1232 0745
3G1233 0800 0845
4GI234 0715 1055 1 140
3G1235 0800 1 140 1225
4G1236 1 100 1440 1525
3T1237 1 145 1525 1655
4G1238 1445 1825 1910
3T1239 1530 1910 2040
4G1240 1830 2210 2255
3T1241 1915 2255 2425
2G1242 2000 2340 2425
4G1243 2215 0155 0240
3T1244 2300 0240 0410
2G1245 2345 0325 0410
4GI246 0200 0540 0625
3G1247 0245 0625
2G1248 0330 0710
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If any of these questions
are answered yes, redo the schedule

Is it feasible to add piggybacks

(Look for caster start times 
approx 1mate1y 1 hour apart.)

to the caster?

Are there heat conflicts on

(Look for overlaps in 
the 1ayout of a station.)

the degassers or casters?

Are there times when several cranes are
needed and a potential problem exists?
(Look for a time when 2 or more heats 
are ending within a 20 minute time 
span on the furnaces and degassers.)

Figure 7.4 Algorithm Flowchart
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occurs approximately one hour after the initial charge, and 
for the ten minutes before the heat is tapped during which 
time the preheated ladle is brought to the furnace. The 
cranes are also required for transfer between the stations 
as previously described. The first question concerning the 
number of cranes that are needed can be answered by doing a 
vertical scan for multiple crane use at any given time. The 
key information is if two or more heats on the furnaces and 
degassers end within 20 minutes of each other, a potential 
problem exists. Since the choice of cranes for an operation 
is control led by the general turn foreman, the only thing 
the scheduler must watch out for is crane demand exceeding 
the number of available cranes, especial ly when one of the 
cranes is not in operation.

The second and third questions are answered by visual 
inspection of the completed schedule. In Figure 7.3c, the 
second and third questions are answered by visual inspection 
of the completed schedule. In Figure 7.3c, two brown and 
purple strips labeled 2G have been placed in the upper part 
of the space because there 1 s a conf 1 i ct between the 4G and 
2G heats. This came about because there is insufficient 
time to reset the casters after casting the 4G heat and 
before casting the 2G heat. In addition, there is a 
potential for more piggybacked heats on the caster since
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there are similar types of heats coming out of the degassers 
approximately one hour apart. (There is a 20 to 25 minute 
leeway in putting piggybacks together. This is compensated 
for in the new schedu 1 e by ho 1 d i ng a heat 1 onger at e 1 then 
the degasser or the furnace.)

When reformulating the schedule, the questions are 
dealt with in order. If there is a crane conflict* it can 
be resolved in two ways : 1) change the heat type so that the 
degasser time changes, or 2) advance or delay the timing on 
a furnace or degasser. The latter choice may be 
accomp1ished by starting a heat 1n the furnace at an ear 1i er 
time (when possible) or a later time, by increasing the 
power to the furnace so that it comes out sooner (Martin, 
1978), by delaying the tap so that it comes out later and 
hotter, and/or by holding the heat in the degasser. The 
last two questions should be dealt with simultaneously if 
the conflict is on the caster, since conflicts are 
frequently resolved via the scheduling of piggybacked heats. 
(Note: Given enough notice, which in this case is a minimum 
of 3 hours before the heat is started, the scheduled heat 
can be changed to another type without incurring any 
additional costs.) If there is a conflict on the degasser, 
the conflict must be resolved before the piggybacked heats 
can be scheduled.
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The goals the scheduler strives for are reduced cost 
and flexibi 1 ity. These goals are usual ly manifest in the 
forms of increased piggybacks and repeatability through 
recursive patterns. As such, the scheduler would like to 
find a pattern containing lots of piggybacks that repeats 
itself. For example, if two heats come off their respective 
furnaces 1 hour apart and are of the same type, they can be 
piggybacked on a caster. If the next two heats off of the 
same furnaces come out in the same length of time, then they 
too can be piggybacked if they are of similar types, thus 
obtaining a recursive pattern.

When applying the algorithm to Figure 7.3c, there are 
numerous periods where two heats end on the furnaces and 
degassers within a 20-minute time span. An example of this 
occurs at 11:40 a.m. when 3G1235 is moving from furnace to 
degasser and 4G1234 is moving from degasser to caster. 
However, there are no cases of three or more ending within a 
20-minute span. Since there are three cranes available for 
use, no problems are anticipated. There are conflicts on 
the casters and the number of piggybacked heats can be 
increased since there are heats of similar type being cast 
approximately 1 hour apart. An example of this occurs with 
Heats 4G1232 and 3G1233. (For the purpose of this example, 
all G heats are piggyback compatible, all T heats are
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piggyback compatible* and G and T heats cannot be 
piggybacked.)

Running through the algorithm gives a reformulated 

schedule shown in Figure 7.5. One of the T heats (3T1244 in 
Figure 7.3c) has been moved from Furnace 3 to Furnace 4 
(4T1238 in Figure 7.5) and one of the G heats (4G1240 in 
Figure 7.3c) on Furnace 4 has been changed to a T heat 
(4T1240 in Figure 7.5). This has been done to obtain a 
piggybackable situation within the recursive pattern. (There 
is enough notice to do this without additional cost, and T 
heats have a greater profitability.) In addition, five 
piggyback situations have been planned.

With the goaIs of increasing piggybacks and obtaining a 
recursive pattern, a number of steps were taken to obtain a 
revised schedule. Step 1 is to move Heat 3G1233 from Caster 
B to Caster A to form a piggyback with Heat 4G1232. This is 
a very obvious step since they are of the same type and come 
put of the degassers exact 1 y 1 hour apart and th i s change 
does not affect any other heat. Step 2 is to real ize that 
Heats 4G1234 and 3G1235 come out of the furnaces and 
degassers 45 minutes apart. If they were to come out of the 
degassers I hour apart they could be piggybacked. There are 
two ways that 3G1235 could come out of the degasser 15 
minutes later than the initial schedule. This can occur if
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2G1245

3G1235
}

i ; 4G1234 4G1236

p  n

D2|_____
4G 3G| 4G3GCBl

3T1237 3T1239 3T1241 3G1244 3G1247

4T1238 4T1240 4G1243 4G1246

_ m _____ u

4T 3T 4T 3T 26 4

2G 4G 3G

CCggmi
8 10 12 2 4 6 8 10 12 2 4 6 8

App1i cat ion of the schedu1ing a 1gor ithm to cast ing conf1ict
STEP 1: No apparent crane conflicts.
STEP 2; No apparent degasser conflicts.

Apparent caster conflicts for Heats 2G1242 and 
2G1245.

STEP 3: Feasible piggybacks are present.
STEP 4: Redo the schedule.

A) Initial heats on Casters A and B may be immediately 
piggybacked (i.e., initial heat on Caster B moves 
up to Caster A with setup time).

Figure 7.5 Revised Plan— Step 1
(Cont i nued)
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B) Heats 4G1234 and 3G1235 may be piggybacked if Heat
3G1235 is held in Furnace 3 for 15 minutes, thus 
pushing degasser completion up by 15 minutes 
(i.e., the second heat on Caster B moves up to 
Caster A).

C) Now that heats are coming off of the furnaces an
hour apart, we now may be able to set up recurring 
piggyback sequences. In this case, we convert 
Heats 4G1238 and 4G1240 to T heats and Heat 3T1244 
to a G heat. This allows us to piggyback Heats 
4T1238 & 3T1239, plus Heats 4T1240 & 3T1241 on 
Caster A, plus Heats 4G1243 & 3G1244 on Caster B.

THE 24-HOUR SCHEDULING PERIOD IS NOW WITHOUT CONFLICTS.

Figure 7.5 (Continued)
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the heat, is he 1 d for an add i t i ona 1 1 5 mi nutes i n the 
degasser or the heat is released from the furnace 15 minutes 
later or a combination of the two delays. The preferred 
choice is to delay the heat in the furnace for 15 minutes 
since then all of the subsequent heats from Furnace 3 will 
be coming out of the furnace 1 hour after a heat from 
Furnace 4 thus creating piggybackable situations in a 
repeating pattern. With this in mind. Heat 3G1235 is kept 
in the furnace an additional 15 minutes and a 1 1 subsequent 
heats on Furnace 3 are moved accordingly. In addition, the 
heats from Furnaces 3 and 4 that are 1 hour apart are paired 
up by type as previously described so that Heats 4T1238 and 
3T1239, 4T1240 and 3T1241, and 46l243 and 3G1244 are 
piggybackable. It should be noted that it is much easier to 
make a single de I ay i n the furnace than to ho 1 d a number of 
heats in the degassers to accomp1ish the same purpose.

Thus, the first pass through the the algorithm was 
accomplished by taking heat 3G1235 out of the furnace 15 
minutes later than original 1 y scheduled (indicated by the 
smal 1 purple strip after heat 3G1235 and the asterisk after 
the furnace start time in Table 7.3) and adding 15 minutes 
to the start times of all subsequent heats for Furnace 3. 
After laying out the furnaces, the degassers and casters 
were scheduled in the manner previously described resulting
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Table 7.3 Revised Plan— Station Start Times

Heat Furnace Degasser Castei
Number Start Start Start

T ime Time T ime
4G1232 0745
3G1233 0800 0845
4G1234 0715 1055 1 140
3G1235 0800 * 1 155 1240
4GI236 1 100 1440 1525
3T1237 1200 1540 1710
4T1238 1445 1825 1955
3T1239 1545 1925 2055
4T1240 1830 2210 2340
3T1241 1930 2310 2440
2G1242 2000 2340 2425
4G1243 2215 0155 0240
3G1244 2315 0255 0340
2G1245 * 2415 0355 0440
4G1246 0200 0540 0625
3G1247 0300 0640
2G1248 0400
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in five 4-3 piggybacks (indicated by two or more heats being 
cast consecutively on the same caster without an Intervening 
setup: an example of this occurs from 7:45 a.m. to 9:45 a.m. 
on Caster A in Figure 7.5), however. Heat 2G1245 was 
approximate 1 y 30 minutes too early to be piggybacked. The 
second pass through the algorithm showed no crane problems 
or conf 1 icts, but there was a possibi 1 ity for an additional 
piggyback with Heat 2G1245. However, the scheduler may 
decide that the 30 minutes of lost furnace time are not 
justified by the additional piggybacks. This was 
accomplished by starting Heat 2G1245 30 minutes later 

(Figure 7.6) than the original schedule (indicated by the 
purple strip in front of Heat 2G1245 and after the gap and 
the asterisk before the furnace start time in Table 7.3) and 
adding 30 minutes to a 1 1 subsequent Furnace 2 heat start 
times. Again the schedule is completed as previously 
described. While the second pass through the algorithm is 
not necessary, the final schedule has slightly more 
flexibility in dealing with deviations in the plan than the 
results of the first pass.

Advantages. The obvious advantage of being able to see 
when the cranes were going to be in use and where delays 
might occur a 1 lowed the planner to warn the shop floor 
farther in advance so that many problems could be avoided.
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£Gld42 2G1E45 2G1E46

3T1237 3T1239 3T1241 3G1244 3GT247

I 4G1234 4G1236 4T1238

Dl | 
D2

........... _____________

4G 3G 4G 3G 47 3T 47 37 4G

2G 4G 3G:2G

8 10 12 2 4 6 8 10 12 2 4 6 8
Second app1i cat i on of the schedu1i ng a 1gor i thm to the

present schedule (Figure 7.5)
STEP 1: No apparent crane conflicts.
STEP 2: No degasser conflicts.

No caster conflicts.
STEP 3: Redo the schedule.

A) Heats 3G1244 and 2G1245 may be piggybacked if Heat
2G1245 is held in Furnace 2 an additional 30
minutes, i.e. Heat 2G1245 moves from Caster A to 
Caster B.

Figure 7.6 Revised Plan— Step 2
(Cont inued)
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B) As a cost saving stratagem. It Is cheaper to delay 
the start 1 ng time of Heat 2G1245 than to ho 1 d it 
in the furnace. This is denoted by the 30-minute 
purple block in front of Heat 2G1245 on Furnace 2.

THE 24-HOUR SCHEDULING PERIOD IS NOW WITHOUT CONFLICTS.

Figure 7.6 (Continued)
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However, there were two side benefits that had not been 
fu 1 1 y anticipated. F irst, with a 1arger p 1anning horizon, 
the scrap yard was ab 1 e to change the p 1 anned charges for 
the furnaces, since they now had the needed 3 to 4 hours 
advance warning. Second, the number of piggybacks increased 
as the abi 1 ity to plan ahead was developed.

One of the most i nterest i ng uses of the wa 1 1 
system and a potential use of the computer aid, is as a 
simulation or teaching tool. The wa 1 1 system was actual 1 y 
used as a teaching tool by the author in conjunction with 
some of the newer production planning personnel, and what 
was described as significant improvements in situational 
recognition were attributed to this training.

Whether used as a training tool or in an actual 
situation, one question that will be raised is, "What 
happens if a piece of equipment (station) goes down during 
the planning period?" This is also called a what-if 
situation. If the equipment going down is a furnace, there 
is no difficulty because the result is fewer heats to 
schedule on the same number of degassers and caster, and no 
bottlenecks are created. This is not true if a degasser or 
caster is lost, for a bottleneck may be created. Very 
1 ittl e can be done with the heats that are a 1 ready in the 
system, but reschedu 1 ing of the rest of the schedule is
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possible. Examples of these situations are given in Figures 

7.7 (degasser) and 7.8 (caster) based upon the plan in 
Figure 7.6. The corresponding station start time 
information can be found in Tables 7.4 and 7.5 respectively.

Figures 7.7a-c represents Degasser 1 suddenly failing at 
4 p.m. Everything before that time has already occurred and 
cannot be rescheduled. The first step is to move a 1 1 heats 
on Degasser 1 after 4 p.m. to Degasser 2 (Figure 7.7a.) The 
algorithm is then used and the degasser conflicts are then 
identified. These occur between 7 p.m. and 8 p.m. and 
between 11 p.m. and 1 a.m. Resolution of these conflicts 
requires shortening the degasser times. This can be done by 
producing G type heats in place of Heats 4T1238, 4T1240, and 
3T1241 (Figure 7.7b.) The last two heats can probably be 
changed without incurring additional costs, but 4T1238 has 
been starred to indicate that it has been diverted, that is 
it started as a T heat but has been changed to a G heat.
The schedule is now completed by laying out the appropriate 
strips on Degasser 2 and the casters and another pass 
through the algorithm is done. This pass shows no 
conflicts, but Heat 2G1242 can now be piggybacked with heats 
1240 and 1241 which have been changed to G heats. The delay 
on Furnace 2 can be changed. It was scheduled before 
2G1245, but can be moved in front of 2G1242 (no purple strip
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Table 7.4 Degasser Failure— Station Start Times 
Heat Furnace Degasser Caster

Number Start Start Start
Time Time Time

4G1232 0745
3G1233 0800 0845
4G1234 0715 1055 1 140
3G1235 0800 * 1 155 1240
4G1236 1 100 1440 1525
3T1237 1200 1540 1710
4T1238* 1445 1825 1910
3T1239 1545 1925 2055
4G1240 1830 2210 2255
3G1241 1930 2310 2455
2G1242 * 2030 2410 2455
4G1243 2215 0155 0240
3G1244 2315 0255 0340
2G1245 2415 0355 0440
4G1246 0200 0540 0625
3G1247 0300 0640
2G1248 0400

Table 7.2 Caster Failure— Station Start Times
Heat Furnace Degasser Caster

Number Start Start Start
T ime Time Time

4G1232 0745
3G1233 0800 0845
4G1234 0715 1055 1 140
3G1235 0800 * 1 155 1240
4G1236 1 100 1440 1525
3T1237 1200 1540 * 1725
4T1238 1445 1825 1955
3T1239 1545 1925 2055
4T1240 1830 2210 2340
3T1241 1930 2310 2440
2G1242 2215 0155 0240
3G1243 2315 0255 0340
2G1244 0200 0540 0625
3G1245 0300 0640
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a. Degasser Failure— Restatement

FI ■
' 201848 2G1245

301235 I  3T1237 3T1239 3T1241 301244 301247

F 4 j401234 401236 4T1238 4T1240 401243

CAfG' m  4 G 3 G B  4G B  4T 3 T B  4 T 3 T B  40

C B : 3T

GC
« 2G-__ 4G3G a c r j

8 10 12 2 4 6 8 10 12 2 4 6 8
Ap p 1icat Ion of the schedu1inq alqorithm to the failure of

Degasser j_ at 4 p.m. (Figure 7.6)
STEP 1 : Move a 1 1 affected heats from Degasser 1 to Degasser 

2 and mark the affected period on Degasser 1 in 
red (Figure 7.7a).

STEP 2: No apparent Crane conflicts.
STEP 3: Degasser conflicts on Degasser 2.

No caster conflicts.
STEP 4: No additional piggybacks are feasible.
Figure 7.7 Degasser 1 Failure at 4 P.M.

(Continued)
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b. Degasser Fa ilure--First Revision

FI

F3i

• 2G1242 I 2̂G124S I 201248 1

; 3G1235 J 3T123? 3T1239 3G1241 3G1244 3G1247

4Gl£34f | 4G1236 M j 4T1238* 4G1240 4G1843 4G1246

di i ■
TT O  ! ___j j (T—' ■MM* **■# jJ|||K

L :  A t o S G *  4 G 3 G H  4G 4 T #  4G 3GL, J

C B !  3T 3 T »  4G3Gm#

4G

8 10 12 2 4 6 8 10 12 2 4 6 8

STEP 5: Redo the schedule.
A) Resolution of degasser conflicts will require

changing the heat types since 2 T heats cannot be 
put on the same degasser 1 hour apart.

B) Change Heats 4T1240 and 3T1241 to 4G1240 and 3G1241.
C) Divert Heat 4T1238 to a G heat by changing the

chemistry requirements and degasser treatment 
(i.e., note asterisk on the diverted heat).

D) Correct the degasser and caster times.
Figure 7.7 (Continued)

(Conti nued)
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c. Degasser Failure— Second Revision

FT '
F 2 
F 3 
F 4 
Dl 
D2 
CA

1 201242 I 2G1245 2G1248

3G1235 I 311237 3T1239 3T1241 3G1244 3G1247

4G1234 4G1236 4T1238 4T1240 4G1243 4G1246

I 18 ■  ■ ..  ̂r.I 1..
• jllhfceütK,.

CT1m 4G 3Gg| 4 G H  4T 3 T M  4T|3TH 4G

CB 2G 4G3G2C

n

Second application of the schedu1ing algorithm to the 
degasser fai1ure at 4 p.m. (F igure 7.7b)

STEP 1: No apparent crane conflicts.
STEP 2: Degasser conflict between Heats 3G1241 and 2G1242.

No caster conflicts.
STEP 3: Feasible additional piggybacks are present.
Figure 7.7 (Continued)

(Continued)
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STEP 4: Redo the schedule.
Resolution of the degasser conflict requires Heat 

2G1242 to come out delayed for a total of 30 
minutes, not only is the conflict resolved, but 
Heat 2G1242 may now be triple piggybacked with 
Heats 4G1240 and 3G1241.

THE 24-HOUR SCHEDULING PERIOD IS NOW WITHOUT CONFLICTS.

Figure 7.7 (Continued)
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îs needed when there îs a gap between a red strip and the 
start of an operation, but there is an asterisk before the 
furnace start time of Heat 2GI242), al lowing a triple 
piggyback from 10:55 p.m. to 1:55 a.m. (Figure 7.7c).

Figure 7.8a-b represents Caster B suddenly failing at 
4 p.m., based upon Figure 7.6. Again, everything before that 
time has already occurred and cannot be rescheduled. The 
first step is to move al 1 heats (ignoring setup times) after 
4 p.m. from Caster B to Caster A (Figure 7.8a) and then use 
the algorithm. The caster conflicts are identified and 
unlike the case of the degasser failure, resolution of the 
conflicts will require a reduction in the number of heats 
produced. Again, the construction of the new plan is done 
in three steps, layout of the furnaces, degassers, and 
casters (Figure 7.8b.) As Caster A is laid out, a conflict 
is noticed between Heat 3T1237 (yellow) and the setup from 
the previous heat (purple.) This can be resolved by holding 
the heat in the degasser for an additional 15 minutes, which 
i s shown by the purp le str 1 p on the degasser 1 i ne and the 
asterisk after the degasser time. The transition from T 
heats to G heats produces a very tight situation at 2:40
a.m. since Heat 3T1241 finished casting at 1:40 a.m. and the 
caster is just done resetting at 2:40 a.m. In this 
particular solution. Heats 1242 and 1244 were put on Furnace
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a. Caster Failure— Restatement

FI

4G1236 4T1238 4T1240 4G1243 4G1246

m  i ■■ ■...■ ....h  . _ * „

8 10 12 2 4 6 8 10 12 2 4 6 8
Ap p 1i cat ion of the schedu!inq a !gor ithm to the fai1ure of

Caster B at 4 p.m. (F i gure 7.6)
STEP 1: Move a 1 ! affected heats from Caster B to Caster A, 

and mark affected period on degasser B in red 
(figure 7.8a).

STEP 2: No apparent crane conflicts.
STEP 3: No degasser conflicts.

Caster conflicts on Caster a.
STEP 4: No additional piggybacks are feasible.
Figure 7.8 Caster B Failure at 4 P.M.

(Conti nued)
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b. Caster Failure— Revised

FI | 
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r : 3G1233G1235 I 3T1237 3T1239 3T1241 3G1243

4G1234 4G1236 4T1238

D1 « ■ 
B 2 Ï

4G 3G

■ ■ .■ .i
4G 3Gm 4G1 |3T| ! 4T3T 41 31

C B !__  __ _

8 10 12 2 4 6 8 10 12 2 4 6 8
STEP 5; Redo the schedule.

A) With tap-to-tap time of less than 4 hours, it is
impossible to schedule heats from three furnaces, 
operating simultaneously, to one caster. 
Therefore, some heats must be cancel led.

B) Heats from Furnaces 3 and 4 can be scheduled as
piggybacks without a problem. Since Furnace 2 is 
to be brought on line, the heats that were 
scheduled for Furnace 4 can be moved to Furnace 2.

C) Renumber the heats.

THE 24-HOUR SCHEDULING PERIOD IS NOW WITHOUT CONFLICTS.
Figure 7.8 (Continued)
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2, but they could have been put on Furnace 4 just as easily. 
This would have left the Furnace 4 line unchanged from 
Figure 7.6 to Figure 7.8. However, a possible explanation 
for the schedule shown in Figure 7.8 might be that Furnace 4 
was schedu1ed for ma 1ntenance the next day and was therefore 
shut down early for maintenance on an opportunity basis.
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Chapter 8
CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY 

Cone 1 us i ons
The primary purpose of this thesis was to construct a 

visual aid in conjunction with an algorithm that would 
reduce operating costs of the production fact 1ity of an 
electric-arc furnace steel shop. This was il lustrated in 
Chapter 7 with examp 1 es of actua1 opérât iona1 s ituations 
that could occur in a specific shop, the U. S. Steel Texas 
Works. It has also been shown in Chapter 7 how the aid and 
a 1gor ithm cou1d be used to simulate opérât iona1 prob1ems 
arising in such a shop. The use of the aid in these 
situations gives the scheduler the opportunity to deal 
successful 1 y with these problems in a noncritical 
envIronment.

Previous to the implementation of the above process at 
Texas Works, there was no consistent system of scheduling 
between the production planners and the facilities operation 
personnel. After implementation of the above defined 
process, the plant manager used the visual aid for the 
schedu1ing of the entire faci1ity. He personal 1 y checked 
the aid every morning and compared the operational 
configuration of the aid with the planned production for the 
day from the master schedule. The aid enabled the plant
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manager to gain an immediate perspective as to what had 
occurred overnight.

Suooest i ons for Further Study
The fol lowing is a composite of the recommendations 

that were formulated during the early March trip to U. S. 
Steel Texas Works. These recommendations are under 
cons ideration by Texas Works management at the date of 
wr iting this thesis.

1) Scrap: New sampling procedures and improved 
rail yard coordination should make control more 
consistent. Currently, scrap charges for the canned 
heats are being built by a rule-of-thumb technique.
A 1inear programming techn ique cou Id simplify the 
job and reduce the cost of the scrap charges.

2) "Canned heat" diversions: An analysis to determine 
how much a diversion costs (worst case) vs. what the 
cost in do 1 lars per minute are for holding and 
reworking time could be done. Then a set of
dec i s i on cr i ter i a cou 1 d be set up so that the 
planners can make quicker decisions about whether to 
divert. If it costs more to hold the heat for 
reworking to meet specifications than is lost by 
diversion, then the heat can be diverted 
immediately. Current procedure appears to be to try
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to save any canned heat i f it is at a 1 1 poss i b 1 e , 
but this may be a losing proposition.

3) Degasser: Currently, new protocols are being 
tested for the degasser station, but it is sti 1 1 
proving to be a bottleneck. Loss of a degasser is 
becoming a serious problem due to the problems that 
resu 11 and the cr i mp i t puts i n the abi 1 i ty to 
produce canned heats. Further use of the method of 
th i s thes i s has potent 1 a 1 for reso lution of th i s 
prob1em.

11 ) Qua 1 i ty contro 1 : A study shou 1 d be made to 
determ î ne if it is cost effect f ve to t i ghten up 
metal lurgical specifications within customer 
requirements so that there will be fewer lost heats 
due to d 1 vers i ons. The new levels must be set to 
determine what level will give the fewest diversions 
at the least cost in time and money.

Resu1ts
In a private communication to Dr. Wool sey from Mr.

Jerry Black, Director of Industrial Engineering at the Texas 
Works, the fol lowing comment on the use of the visual aid 
was made. Mr. Black estimated that a lower bound on savings 
to Texas Works by 1 mp 1 ementat ion of the aid was not 1 ess 
than $20,000 per day. He attributed this number to the
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Increase in the number of piggybacked heats from three a day 
before imp1ementat ion to six a day after 1mp1ementation. 
These savings are based on a defined savings of 
approximately $7,500 per piggybacked heat for the tundish 
cars that did not have to be rebuilt. The unique 
contribution of this thesis comes about because a Gantt 
Chart is usual ly used to save time and, therefore, money.
In this case, the increased savings are possible because of 
a decrease in cost due to the increase in piggybacked heats 
which often came about at the expense of lost time in the 
furnaces.
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Appendî x
TYPICAL PRODUCTION PLANNING LIST
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TEXAS WORKS
PRODUCTION PLANNING DEPARTMENT DATE 0 2 /0 9 /8 4

TIME 04»57
ELECTRIC PCE/CASTER SCHEDULE CURRENT MW, 0 (e  .

SEO HEAT HEAT GRADE 0 MN S VCD TN PLATE RC -CUSTOMER- T HT MR
NO. ORDER NO NO. ENGLI SH MND GAUGE R

*01 1C473B3 * API—2H 3RD ED* 1 5 *1 2 0 *0 0 4 *VC D*TN *1.000» j LEECO STEE R HT*04,
* *8  ONLY * C /S  *1 7 *1 3 0 * » » 1 .500* •

* 02 *C 505 96 «API-2H  3RD E D *1 5 *1 20«004*VCD*TN .750» «LEECO STEE R l
i

* 48 ONLY * C /S  4 1 7 *1 3 0 * * * 1 .5 0 0 * *

*0 3 *C 4 7 1 00 * «TUF-TEN 7 0 /8 0 *  1 5*1 4 0 *0 0 4 *YCD*TN 4 .0 4 0 *  *USS-HSTD - R *77*
* * 8 ONLY * C/S  *1 7 *1 5 0 * * * 8 .0 0 0 *  t * *

4O 4IC50445 * A5B8-B2 GR A*07*100«O J5*VC D« .250«28»VARIOUS M «04 »
* *7  ONLY * C /S  *0 9 *1 1 0 * •MND* .7 5 0 *  * » * *

•0 5 *0 5 0 4 4 8 * A 588 -82  GR A *0 7 « 1 0 0 *0 1 5 «VCD* .2 5 0 * 11«CENTRAL ST Z *06*
* 4? ONLY * C /S  *0 9 *1 1 0 * *MND> .8 7 5 * *TITAN STEE R » *

*0 6 *0 5 0 4 4 6 * A 58 8 -8 2  3R A * 0 6 * 10O«0J5*VCD* .25 0»2 6*T IT A N  STEE « R* «06*
* 47 ONLY 4 C /S  4 0 8 *1 1 0 * •MND* * * 1 «

4 07 «P505 90 4A 51 6 -8 2  GR 7 0 *2 1 *1 0 5 *0 1 5*VCD* .2 5 0 *0 7  «VARIOUS *M *04 *
* *7  ONLY * *2 3 *1 1 5 * IMND* 1 .0 00* * 1 1

*0 8 *0 5 0 5 9 2 * AB543-81 DH36* I5 * I4 0 *0 J 5 « V C D * .5 0 0 *0 3 *L IT T ()N  SYS 1

« 47 ONLY * P /S  *1 7 *1 5 0 * •MND* 2 .0 0 0 * *AV()NDALE 5 R

*0 9 *0 5 0 5 3 8 4 API X60 MOD*0 8 *1 2 5 *0 1 2*VCD« .5 0 0 *  *BERG STEEL T *07*
* * 7 - 8 1 C /S  *1 0 *1 3 5 * •MND* * * « *

*J 0 *0 5 0 5 3 9 * API X60 M 0 D *0 8 *1 2 5 *0 1 2 *VCD* .5 0 0 * «BERG STEEL T *07 »
* * 7 -8 * C /S  *1 0 *1 3 5 * •MND* * *

* 11 *0505 40 t API X60 MOD*08 * 1 2 5 *0 1 2 *VCD* .5 0 0 *  «BERG STEEL T • 07*
* * 7 - 8 4 C /S  * 1 0 *1 3 5 * (MND* t * * «

* 1 2 *C5054 1 4 API X60 M U D *0 8 *I2 5 *0 1 2*VCD* .5 0 0 *  *BERG STEEL T *07*
* * 7 -8 * C /S  *1 0 *1 3 5 * • MND* * * * *

*1 3 *0 4 7 4 7 7 * API X60 M 0 D *0 8 *12 5*0J2*VCD* .500» «BERG STEEL T *07 «
* *7 -8 * C /S  *1 0 *1 3 5 » •MND* * * « t

* 14*050563 4 T - l  A BHN*17*085*015*V C D * .3 7 5 * 0 1 *ONEAL STEE

!§II

* *8  ONLY t * 19*095» •MND* 1.2 50* *98  USS SUP R * »

* 15 «P47469 4 T - l * 1 6 *0 8 0 *0 0 8 «VCD* .250*05*EVANS TANK Z H T*08*
* » 7 ONLY t * 18*090» (MND, .4 6 4 *  «Ml SSI SSIPP T < *
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Figure A .1 Typical Production Planning List


